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drought causes this and we have no control over
the drought.”

Oct 2009

It is true that we cannot control the rains, but, we
can control when we replace plants. One thing we
know for sure, it will rain and the drought will end
in the not too distant future.
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When entering LWV through Gate 7, you will drive
by a street divider that looks like it was used as an
example from the Bible. Seeds for the plants in the
foreground appear to have been cast on ground
with no soil whereas the plants in the distance are
blooming colorfully and seem to be as healthy as
we would hope for.
CH #5

Is Now

Roots &
Bare Dirt

Will Be
The top picture is a hill awaiting replacement. This
is what the established plants look like. The lower
picture is an adjacent hill that has been “upgraded”
with new sprinklers and new plants. How many
years will it take to make this hill acceptable in the
eyes of the residents who drive from Gate #6 to CH
#4. We will have to wait years for these plants to
become as established as the replaced plants and
then it is questionable if the end result will have
the green or color that we expect from our land‐
scape division.

Dead & Withered Plants

When driving from Gate #9 to CH #5 (in the back‐
ground) you will pass by a scene that makes you
wonder if we have a landscaping committee at all.
Bare dirt and roots provide an enticing foreground
and avenue of welcome.

Bare Soil

We certainly can’t ignore the hillside as you come
in thru Gate #10. How many years do the residents
have to put up with this “newly” landscaped hill
before it begins to look like it did before the
“upgrade?”
Blooming Agapanthus
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